Institutional Distinctiveness
The Changu Kana Thakur Arts, Commerce and Science College, New Panvel is one of the
premiere institution in University of Mumbai and Maharashtra State. The institution is
established in 1997 with mission to provide quality education to the people of all strata of
the society. The institution strives to inculcate the spirit of participative and learner friendly
education and became a center of excellence. In the span of 22 years, the institution is
bestowed with Autonomous Status, College with Potential for Excellence (Two Times),
Accredited with A+ Grade (Third Cycle) and Best College Award of University of Mumbai.
The college offers UG, PG and Research programme to cater the needs of students and
develop critical thinking, innovation and excellence which resulted into Seventeen Merit
Holders at University, Overall Championship for Avishkar Research Convention (Seven
times), Best NSS Unit and many awards in cultural and sports activities at University, State
and National Level.
To attain the distinctiveness the institution has commenced many best practices, one of it is
improvement of communication skill in learners through interactive language laboratory.
Vision: To motivate and make the learners comfortable and self-confident. It also aims to
inculcate linguistic competence and enrich vocabulary of the learners.
Priority: Most of the learners in the institution are from vernacular medium, so it is
necessary to develop learning interest in English language.
Thrust: Interactive language laboratory helps the learners to understand the various aspects
of the communication process. It also acquaints the learners with theory and practice of
voice culture. The institution has effective mechanism for improvement of communication
skills of learners. The measures carried out holistically with systematic plan of action.
Department of English with interactive language laboratory with 30 ICT supported learner’s
station with all modern amenities. Language laboratory makes the learners to have
interactive session. It provides opportunity to all learners to hear the instructor irrespective
of place where they are seated. Instructor can speak to individual or group of learners
without interrupting rest of class. The laboratory has clarity spoken English software and
Acenet Interactive Course in Politics and Spoken English. Institution offers diploma course in
Conversational English, Certificate Course in Voice Culture and Verbal Communication and
Certificate Course in Conversational English. All these courses build the capacities of the
learners on significant aspects of communication skill like listening, grammar, vocabulary,
accent, conversation, pronunciation and presentation.

